Abstract-Fault detection in process condition monitoring aims to declare anomalies strayed from the operation expectancy. With the number of variables increasing, the complexity of detection task grows quickly. The algorithm, Binary Classifier for Fault Detection (BaFFle), is devised to employ Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the number of variables and to detect the occurrences of fault over each distinct component using corresponding operation model. In this way, BaFFle converts a multivariate detection task into several univariate problems. Since the observations of a steady-state system are supposed to subject to certain probability distribution, the normal operation model is represented by probability distribution. In the original BaFFle algorithm, measured data is assumed Gaussian distribtued. In order to get rid of the strong assumption in BaFFle, an improved BaFFle is proposed in this paper to estimate the distribution model by Kernel Density Estimation (KDE). A main advance of KDE is attributed to the non-parametric way of estimating probability distribution, resulting in a datadriven estimator. Experiments using real data from a multiphase flow rig proved the validation of KDE-based BaFFle. From the practice perspective, BaFFle has the potential of being applied to operation systems with non-Gaussian distributions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fault detection plays a vital role in industrial process condition monitoring, aiming to perform online assessment of system health and guarantee efficient and sustainable operation process. Besides, fault detection serves related diagnosis and prognosis to construct a full cycle of process condition monitoring work.
The paper [1] proposed an anomaly detection algorithm, Binary Classifier for Fault Detection (BaFFle), for stationary systems, the design of which is on the basis of Gaussian distribution assumption and Principal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA is an extensively used feature extraction method, being capable of linearly reducing data dimensions; also, the distinct components obtained by PCA are linearly uncorrelated, providing the feasibility to study system behaviours on each individual component. In this way, the study of a multivariate process can be simplified to a number of univariate processes and the fault detection at each time instant is determined jointly by principle components. However, the assumed Gaussian model for observations constrains the application context; an efficient and effective approach of statistical model estimation is urging to enable BaFFle algorithm to fit into dealing with various processes.
Statistic model estimation is generally divided into two categories, respectively parametric and non-parametric methods. Parametric estimation aims to make an assumption of underlying model with finite parameters. In [2] , the author reviewed a number of likelihood-based parametric estimation methods, such as a closed-form method to approximate likelihood [3] and quasi-maximum likelihood [4] [5] . However, the accuracy and precision of parametric estimation are heavily dependent on the correct guess of model, which has been a big challenge. Additionally, model-based estimation methods are lack of flexibility.
In this sense, nonparametric estimation takes advantage of model free to directly manipulate on measured data. Getting rid of model selection significantly improve the flexibility and accuracy of statistical model estimation. To this end, one powerful and efficient nonparametric method, Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), which is proposed and developed in the work of [6] [7] , will be employed in this paper. This paper focuses on improving BaFFle algorithm by KDE instead of assuming Gaussian distribution, thereby generalising the BaFFle algorithm, and further exploring the potential of improving the fault detection accuracy. There are three main contributions in this paper: 1) apply KDE to BaFFle algorithm in order to estimate probability distribution in a non-parametric way 2) estimate and locate confidence interval of non Gaussian curve through Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) 3) validate KDE-based BaFFle on datasets collected from a real multiphase flow facility of Cranfield University, and make a comparison between KDE-based BaFFle and Gaussian-based BaFFle. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II provides a brief introduction of original BaFFle algorithm, then elaborates on how to generalise BaFFle algorithm using KDE. Next, section III starts with the introduction of the datasets used in this paper and the experiment settings for algorithm validation; a discussion regarding to the experiment results is developed at the end of this section. Last part concludes the performance of the improved BaFFle algorithm.
II. METHODOLOGY
The original BaFFle algorithm proposed in [1] is devised for fault detection of stationary systems. There are three main steps involved in BaFFle, respectively initialisation, classification and model updating. Different from traditional fault detection, the normal operating model in BaFFle is trained from a very beginning segment of test system instead of from collected data in advance. In addition, two sets of monitoring control limits are introduced in the algorithm, working in a cooperating manner; one is for alarming the emergence of suspicious fault and the other one is for confirming the occurrences of fault. Plus, distribution models are re-estimated along the time, therefore the control limits are varying according to the updated models.
A. PCA feature extraction
A time-series of measurements are denoted as
represents an n-dimension vector of observations at time instant t. To deal with multivariate problems, PCA is applied to extract features (or saying principal components) from raw process data to feed in detection algorithm. The motive of this manipulation is considering the advances of PCA in minimising the linear correlations between variables and maximising the information contained in distinct principal components. In practice, PCA provides a simple forward mapping from high dimension to lower dimension space.
In Baffle algorithm, the training set is a small dataset of length l captured from the running system, denoted as
The dimension reduction of training data from n to r dimension space is
where B is the max-min scaled observations; Q ∈ n×r is the projection matrix obtained from B and V ∈ l×r is the training data after dimension reduction.
The number of distinct principal components depends on the percentage of total variance explained. According to the cut-off rule in [8] , the remained principal components are supposed to account for 70 % of total variance. In this way, the number of components is automatically determined, differing from datasets to datasets.
Starting from time stamp l + 1, the observations through dimension reduction projection are
where
B. Kernel density estimation
Probability distribution is used for representing operation model in BaFFle algorithm. Originally, an extensively used distribution, Gaussian model, is assumed to describe the statistical distribution of process data. However, this assumption lacks in handling the uncertainty of probability distribution. Hence, a non-parameter method, Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), is employed to sidestep model selection issue.
Next, we continue this section taking the component of the r-th dimension y r to explain KDE. According to [9] , the probability of y r is given by
where n is the sample size, h is the bandwidth, y r i represents the i-th sample of y r i and k(·) is the kernel function. The overall performance of the kernel density estimator is associated with the selection of bandwidth and the type of kernel function. Reference [10] illustrates that an excessively small value of h produces wiggles on the plot of KDE, whereas a large h yields over smoothed plot; hence, the determination of a proper h is essential to smooth the distribution curve. In [11] , an approximation method of optimal bandwidth h is offered to satisfy the objective of minimising the mean integrated square error, having:
h opt = 1.06σ
where σ is the standard deviation of principle component. Besides, kernel function selection is discussed in [11] and [12] , remarking that the estimation error has small differences between commonly used kernel functions, such as Gaussian kernel, Epanechnikov kernel and Triweight kernel. In this sense, Gaussian kernel is used and given by
C. Monitoring thresholds and binary classification
BaFFle algorithm in [1] performed an adaptive monitoring threshold strategy, in which the monitoring limit takes on a 3σ distance away from the mean of a Gaussian model to warn the occurrences of suspect fault and to tune the parameter k ∈ (0, 1) of another monitoring threshold, m ± (k + 3)σ, which is adopted to evaluate the system status again with higher standard, increasing the confidence of confirming the occurrence of fault. A same idea is applied in KDE-based BaFFle. Due to the absence of a specific model assumption, confidence interval of an unknown curve will be calculated through CDF. Probabilities relating to the confidence interval under PDF is:
is the CDF. there exists fault in the system, whereas 0 is non-fault. If over half components alert fault happening in the system, the evaluation of system status at time t is unhealthy.
In addition, the acquisition of probability distribution is a continuously learning process rather than a one-time learning. Newly collected data will be taken into a new round of probability distribution estimation; meanwhile, the oldest data will be abandoned. In this way, probability distribution of observations is updated at each time instant. Considering the possibility of false negative, probability estimation may only use a portion of the full value of observations. In this way, samples for KDE are filtered. Since there are three combinations of the results of E r t and W r t , an averaging filter considering three kinds of situations is formulated. Eq. 10 gives the details:
where b r ∈ {x 
III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
This section presents the application of KDE-based BaFFle on the real industrial datasets, and compares the results of KDE-based and Gaussian-based BaFFle.
A. Experiment description
The datasets used in this experiment are collected and published by the lab of Cranfield University. Cranfield researchers built up a three-phase flow facility to simulate the process of air-liquid mixture; and six types of fault operations are designed. The sketch and description of the multiphase flow rig can be found in [9] .
Since this paper focuses on detecting the changes from normal condition to abnormal condition, we select the datasets Table  I summarized the details of datasets, including the fault duration, the time of fault start and end and the number of reserved principal components. To fairly compare the performance of the improved algorithm and original BaFFle, the parameters of KDE-based BaFFle are consistent with the settings in [1] : the sample size for estimating probability distribution is l = 150; the number of reserved dimensions is according to 70% cutoff rule of the cumulative variance; impact factor α equals to 0.5. 
B. Experiment Results
Firstly, we explored the differences of probability distribution obtained via Gaussian model and KDE. Fig. 1 displays the distribution plots of dataset 3 − 2: real line presenting the distribution curve based on KDE and dotted line presenting Gaussian distribution. As shown in the Fig. 1, KDE gives a slightly skewed curve; however, Gaussian distribution as known is a symmetric 'bell' shape. Additionally, there are obvious differences between two curves particularly in terms of the number of modality; the distribution provided by Taking dataset 3 − 1 as an example, DT is reduced from 1894 (s) to 1888 (s), respectively the results of BaFFle and KDE-based BaFFle; meanwhile, DR performs an increase, from 65.78 % to 65.88%. The improvements in both DT and DR metrics prove that the new BaFFle algorithm is able to earlier detect the occurrences of fault than the original one and performs properly before fault end. Nevertheless, the drops in ACC and PR indicate that there are increasing incorrect detection by KDE-based BaFFle. The calculation of WDR shows that in KDE-based BaFFle algorithm, false positive after removing fault increases 2.48%, which can also be seen from the plots in Fig.2 .
Above, we can see that the wrong detection after removing abnormal operations has great influence on ACC and PR. The reason is because after abnormal behaviours are fixed, the operation is hard to be back at the anticipated working condition as same as the initial phase, which is usual in industrial systems. In addition, as more precisely the probability distribution estimated, the differences between past and current behaviours become more obviously, causing the false positives rising up. In practice, the increase in false positives after fault removal can be neglected since the system will be forced to stop while fault is detected. Then after fixing the fault, BaFFle will treat the system as a new one and re-build the operating model.
IV. CONCLUSION
BaFFle is a fault detection algorithm proposed in [1] . This algorithm is able to quickly adapt into new work environments and conduct real-time process condition monitoring. However, the Gaussian distribution assumption in BaFFle constraints the system model type. Thus, this paper aims to provide a solution to bypassing the model selection issue, thereby making BaFFle algorithm be suitable to various systems. KDE is a modelfree estimation tool that is capable of flexibly dealing with complicated system. Through experiments, we find that KDE-based BaFFle is superior to the original BaFFle algorithm. Firstly, the improved BaFFle can estimate the probability distribution much closer to the real distribution at the absence of model specification. Secondly, the experiment results show that KDE-based BaFFle has the potential to improve the fault detection accuracy.
But, there are still having some aspects to work on in the future study. KDE-based BaFFle works well on recognising abnormal operations while the condition of a system changes from healthy status to unhealthy status; nevertheless, detection system is unable to quickly react to the change of fault end, causing a period of false positives after removing fault. There are two reasons to explain this phenomena: the first is because BaFFle has a long memory of data that are stored during fault happening; the second is because a system that experienced abnormal operations need a period of time to recover to the healthy status.
To sum up, two aspects will be included in the future study. Firstly, a possible direction is to work on how to decide a suitable sliding window size to reduce the influence from old data. Secondly, future research could be on increasing the sensibility of recognising the transition from abnormal to normal process. The transition process recognition would be helpful with expanding KDE-based BaFFle onto monitoring the systems of operating modes varying.
